GT2 Model A Spreader Bars

#001-61204 Model 'A' S/S Ford stock, 24.5'' wide spreader bar: $89.00 ea.

#001-61206 Model 'A' Ford S/S stock, 24.5'' wide spreader bar w/laminar lamps: $250.00 ea.

#001-61206C Model 'A' Ford S/S stock, 24.5'' wide spreader bar w/clear lamps: $250.00 ea.

GT2 '32 Spreader Bars

#001-61205 '32 Ford S/S stock, 23.18'' wide spreader bar: $65.00 ea.

#001-61201 '32 Ford S/S pinched, 21.5'' wide spreader bar: $65.00 ea.

#001-61209 '32 Ford S/S stock, 23.18'' wide spreader bar w/laminar lamps: $225.00 ea.

#001-61209C '32 Ford S/S stock, 23.18'' wide spreader bar w/clear lamps: $225.00 ea.

#001-61207 '32 Ford S/S pinched, 21.5'' wide spreader bar w/laminar lamps: $225.00 ea.

#001-61207C '32 Ford S/S pinched, 21.5'' wide spreader bar w/clear lamps: $225.00 ea.

#001-61217 '32 Ford stock, 23.18'' wide GT2 spreader bar: $94.95 ea.

#001-61218 '32 Ford S/S pinched, 21.5'' wide GT2 spreader bar: $94.95 ea.

New

GT2 S/S Front Spreader Bar Fasteners:
#001-61222 Front blind-hole fastener: $8.00 ea.

GT2 '32 S/S Front Spreader Bars: We now offer several styles of front spreader bars including the straight design that features built-in turn signals. The stainless steel bar is polished and the turn signal lamps come in either clear or amber plastic.

GT2 Spreader Bar License Plate Brackets: These brackets were originally designed for our straight front spreader bar with built-in turn signals. In reality they will fit any straight spreader bar that is 1.5'' in diameter and cleverly mounts to the backside of the tube.

#001-62709 License bracket: $72.00 pr.

GT2 S/S Front Spreader Bar: This polished stainless steel piece is top of the line and features full radius investment cast flanges. The design features "blind-hole" back mounting fasteners (sold separately) that do not show from the front side at all...very cool.
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